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Elementary No 30%
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No No 30%
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Year 2013-14 2012-13 2011-12 2010-11
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School Board Approval

This plan is pending approval by the Collier County School Board.

SIP Authority and Template

Section 1001.42(18), Florida Statutes, requires district school boards to annually approve and require
implementation of a school improvement plan (SIP) for each school in the district.

The Florida Department of Education (FDOE) SIP template meets all statutory and rule requirements for
traditional public schools and incorporates all components required for schools receiving Title I funds. This
template is required by State Board of Education Rule 6A-1.099811, Florida Administrative Code, for all non-
charter schools with a current grade of D or F, or with a grade of F within the prior two years. For all other
schools, the district may use a template of its choosing. All districts must submit annual assurances that their
plans meet statutory requirements.

This document was prepared by school and district leadership using the Florida Department of Education’s
school improvement planning web application located at https://www.floridaCIMS.org.
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Purpose and Outline of the SIP
The SIP is intended to be the primary artifact used by every school with stakeholders to review data, set goals,
create an action plan and monitor progress. A corollary at the district level is the District Improvement and
Assistance Plan (DIAP), designed to help district leadership make the necessary connections between school
and district goals in order to align resources. The Florida Department of Education encourages schools to use
the SIP as a “living document” by continually updating, refining and using the plan to guide their work
throughout the year. This printed version represents the SIP as of the “Date Modified” listed in the footer.

Part I: Current School Status

Part I organizes the current status of the school around five domains inspired by the 5Essentials framework:
Supportive Environment, Family and Community Involvement, Effective Leadership, Public and Collaborative
Teaching, and Ambitious Instruction and Learning. Questions regarding the school’s Multi-Tiered System of
Supports have been embedded throughout this part to demonstrate how data is used by stakeholders to
understand the needs of all students and allocate appropriate resources in proportion to those needs.

Part II: Needs Assessment

Part II requires the school to review performance and early warning systems data in order to develop strategic
goals and associated data targets (i.e., “SMART goals”) for the coming school year in context of the school’s
greatest strengths and needs. An online tool was developed, which includes data visualizations and processing
questions to support problem identification, problem analysis and strategic goal formulation.

Part III: 8-Step Planning and Problem Solving for Implementation

Part III enables the school to develop implementation plans for its highest-priority goals. With the overview of
the current state of the school in mind and the strategic goals identified through the needs assessment, the
planning team engages in a facilitated planning and problem-solving process, through which they

• Define strategic goals and establish targets to be reached by successfully achieving the goals (Step 1)
• Identify resources available to support the goals and barriers that could hinder achieving those goals

(Step 2)
• Select high-priority barriers they want to address initially (Step 3)
• Design implementation and monitoring plans for strategies to resolve selected barriers (Steps 4-7)
• Determine how they will monitor progress toward each goal (Step 8)

Appendices

The following appendices, automatically-generated from content entered in Part III, are included in this
document:

• Appendix 1 is a timeline of all action steps and monitoring activities
• Appendix 2 is an outline of all professional development opportunities and technical assistance items
• Appendix 3 is a report of the budget needed to implement the strategies
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Differentiated Accountability
Florida’s Differentiated Accountability (DA) system is a statewide network of strategic support, differentiated by
need according to performance data, and provided to schools and districts in order to improve leadership
capacity, teacher efficacy and student outcomes. DA field teams collaborate with district and school leadership
to design, implement and refine improvement plans, as well as provide instructional coaching, as needed.

DA Regions

Florida’s DA network is divided into five geographical regions, each served by a field team led by a regional
executive director (RED).

DA Categories

Traditional public schools are classified at the start of each school year, based upon the most recently released
school grades (A-F), into one of the following categories:

• Not in DA – currently A or B with no F in prior three years; charter schools; ungraded schools
• Monitoring Only – currently A or B with at least one F in the prior three years
• Prevent – currently C
• Focus – currently D

◦ Planning – two consecutive grades of D (i.e., DD), or a grade of F immediately followed by a
grade of D in the most recent grades release (i.e., FD)

◦ Implementing – two consecutive grades of D in the most recent grades release preceded by a
grade below C (i.e., FDD or DDD)

• Priority – currently F
◦ Planning – declined to a grade of F in the most recent grades release and have not received a

planning year or implemented a turnaround option during the previous school year
◦ Implementing – two consecutive grades of F (i.e., FF), or three consecutive grades below C

with an F in the most recent grades release (i.e., FDF or DDF)

DA Turnaround and Monitoring Statuses

Additionally, schools in DA are subject to one or more of the following Turnaround and Monitoring Statuses:

• Former F – currently A-D with at least one F in the prior three years; SIP is monitored by FDOE
• Planning – Focus Planning and Priority Planning; district is planning for possible turnaround
• Implementing – Focus Implementing and Priority Implementing; district is implementing the

Turnaround Option Plan (TOP)

2014-15 DA Category and Statuses

DA Category Region RED

Not In DA 5 Gayle Sitter

Former F Turnaround Status

No
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Part I: Current School Status

Supportive Environment

School Mission and Vision

Provide the school's mission statement

Our mission for the Sea Gate Elementary School Community is a safe, cooperative, and positive
learning environment that encourages all members to achieve their highest potential with the support
of parents and the community. In achieving this mission, the following character traits will be
emphasized: Respect, responsibility, fairness, honesty, kindness, perseverance, and self-discipline.

Provide the school's vision statement

Our vision for the Sea Gate Elementary School Community is a safe, caring environment wherein
each student is challenged to his/her potential, experiences success daily, develops self-respect,
independence, a sense of responsibility, and a love of learning through cooperation among all
stakeholders.

School Environment

Describe the process by which the school learns about students' cultures and builds
relationships between teachers and students

Staff members at Sea Gate take time to get to know the students in their class both academically and
emotionally. Many staff members obtain parental feedback to assist in getting to know their students
at the beginning of the year, either through conversations or a form. Relationships with students and
parents continue to grow throughout the year, beginning with a Meet-N-Greet before the school year
begins, student-led conferences, numerous social activities sponsored by our PTO and many other
community events. Students in our Modified Curriculum (MC) classes are included in all activities at
Sea Gate and are mainstreamed in Related Arts classes and other grade appropriate academic
classes. All teachers work together to ensure success for all students.
The school also holds many school related activities, both on and off campus such as the following:
Student-led Conferences, encouraging family attendance at McDonald's and Chick-Fil-A Nights,
Spaghetti dinners at our Fall Family Fun Night, PTO sponsored Movie Nights, etc. All students are
invited to attend.

Describe how the school creates an environment where students feel safe and respected
before, during and after school

Positive Behavior Systems (PBS) is used building-wide at Sea Gate. Students are rewarded and
acknowledged for “doing the right thing”. Students are given stickers throughout the day when they
are caught being good. Classrooms work on earning the right to spin the “PBS Wheel” and earn an
educational classroom activity. Safety Patrols and adults are always present and encourage good
behavior. Anyone not following the rules may be disciplined and taught a better way to handle the
situation.
School-wide rules, procedures, and expectations are reviewed daily on the morning news program.
To maintain safety on campus, we have a Youth Relations Deputy that is visible and assists with
arrival and dismissal, along with our 5th grade safety patrols. Our YRD also teaches the Junior
Deputy program while a member of the City of Naples police department teaches the DARE program.
Counseling groups and guidance lessons on bullying, conflict resolution and any other issue are
scheduled on an as needed basis by the School Counselor.
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Describe the schoolwide behavioral system in place that aids in minimizing distractions to
keep students engaged during instructional time. This may include, but is not limited to,
established protocols for disciplinary incidents, clear behavioral expectations, and training for
school personnel to ensure the system is fairly and consistently enforced

Sea Gate uses the Positive Behavior Support (PBS) System as its schoolwide behavioral plan to
minimize distractions. It helps keep students engaged during instructional time. Each class displays a
poster of our 3 "B's": Be Safe, Be Respectful, Be Responsible. Students are reminded of these
expectations on a daily basis through the morning news program. Other posters are located
throughout the campus reminding students of appropriate behavioral expectations for that area.
School personnel are trained on the various expectations for use throughout the school (i.e.- hallway,
playground, media center, cafeteria, etc.). When students follow the expectations, Positive Referrals
are entered into the Student Pass. When students choose to not follow the expectations, teachers
issue a minor infraction from Student Pass, which they are trained to use. This form contains an
explanation of the behavior and is sent home to be signed by the parent/guardian. If a student
commits a major infraction or receives 3 minor infractions, a referral is entered in Student Pass and
the Assistant Principal will address the disciplinary situation, which involves contacting parents and
setting goals for future expectations.

Describe how the school ensures the social-emotional needs of all students are being met,
which may include providing counseling, mentoring and other pupil services

Whole class guidance for Kindergarten, First Grade and Second Grade once a month based on
teacher input and grade level need. The social/emotional needs of all students are being met on an
as needed basis based on student behaviors or pre-identified teacher recommendations. Small group
counseling sessions, based on specific student needs, occur during the student lunch time and one-
on-one counseling is provided as needed.

Early Warning Systems
The school's response to this section may be used to satisfy the requirements of 20 U.S.C. § 6314(b)(1)(B)(ii)(III),
(b)(1)(B)(iii)(I), and (b)(1)(I).

Describe the school's early warning system and provide a list of the early warning indicators
used in the system

Student Pass identifies attendance issues, monitoring is done by the Assistant Principal and School
Counselor
Student Pass records suspensions and the Assistant Principal monitors
Course failure in ELA or Math is recorded in Gradebook, monitored by Principal, Assistant Principal
and classroom teachers
A Level 1 score on the statewide assessment in ELA or Math is recorded in Data Warehouse and
monitored by the Leadership Team.

Provide the following data related to the school's early warning system

The number of students by grade level that exhibit each early warning indicator:

Grade Level
Indicator

K 1 2 3 4 5
Total

Attendance below 90 percent 8 2 5 4 5 7 31
One or more suspensions 0 0 0 0 0 0
Course failure in ELA or Math 0 0 0 0 0 0
Level 1 on statewide assessment 0 0 0 14 7 3 24
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The number of students identified by the system as exhibiting two or more early warning
indicators:

Grade Level
Indicator

3
Total

Students exhibiting two or more indicators 2 2

Describe all intervention strategies employed by the school to improve the academic
performance of students identified by the early warning system

- Attendance is monitored through Student Pass on a daily basis. When students are absent 5 days,
a call out is generated to those student's homes. When students are absent seven and ten days,
letters are printed and mailed to the student's home. Attendance reports are e-mailed to the Assistant
Principal by our designated Attendance Liaison and reviewed. Attendance meetings are set for
students considered truant.
- Suspensions - Students that get suspended would work with the School Counselor to develop a
behavior plan to alleviate further behaviors that would warrant future suspensions.
- Course failure in ELA or Math - Students and parents receive a progress report every 4-5 weeks.
Teachers provide focused instruction to students based on data they compile through the use of
gradebooks, data binders and formal / informal assessments. These groups remain fluid to the
teachers as students move in and out of groups based on specific needs.
- Level 1 students in Math and/or English Language Arts participate in an after school program that
focuses on those subjects to help identified students with those skills. A PMP is developed by the
teacher, with support from the RTI Team.

Family and Community Involvement
The school's response to this section may be used to satisfy the requirements of 20 U.S.C. § 6314(b)(1)(B)(iii)(I)(aa).

Describe how the school works at building positive relationships with families to increase
involvement, including efforts to communicate the school's mission and vision, and keep parents
informed of their child's progress
Title I schools use the Parent Involvement Plan (PIP) to meet the requirements of 20 U.S.C. § 6314(b)(1)(F).

Will the school use its PIP to satisfy this question?
No

PIP Link
The school completes a Parental Involvement Plan (PIP), which is available at the school site.

Description

To collaborate with families as full partners in the learning and development of their children. A Family
Literacy night will be held during Celebrate Literacy Week Florida!

Describe the process by which the school builds and sustains partnerships with the local
community for the purpose of securing and utilizing resources to support the school and student
achievement

Business Partners participate in our Academic Recognition Program (ARP). Students receive a Blue
Reward Card based on goals agreed upon by the teacher and student, as well as, overall behavior within
the school. These ARP cards can be redeemed through local Business Partners, which helps to create
an awareness of student successes within the community. One stipulation for receiving the ARP is
based on Satisfactory or Outstanding student effort, as well as, positive behaviors throughout the school.
Negative behavior or citizenship, as classified by the classroom teachers and/or school staff, may result
in a student becoming ineligible of receiving their ARP card.
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Effective Leadership
The school's response to this section may be used to satisfy the requirements of 20 U.S.C. § 6314(b)(1)(H).

School Leadership Team

Membership
Identify the name, email address and position title for each member of the school leadership team.:

Name Title
Budzynski, Beverly Principal
Kinstler, Mitchell Assistant Principal
Jarrett, Mary Instructional Coach
Crosby, Nancy Guidance Counselor
Schreiber, Edward Other
Cabrera, Maria Teacher, K-12

Duties

Describe the roles and responsibilities of the members, including how they serve as
instructional leaders and practice shared decision making

The Response to Intervention (RtI) Core team meets every 6 weeks with classroom teachers and
more often if needed. These meetings include the intervention support specialist, classroom teacher,
administration, reading coach, counselor and other involved staff. The intervention support specialist
will serve as the school coordinator and a resource to teachers with PMPs and interventions. The
Reading Coach will serve as a mentor and model lessons in the classrooms. The School Counselor
will work as a resource for students having difficulty academically and behaviorally.

Describe the process through which school leadership identifies and aligns all available
resources (e.g., personnel, instructional, curricular) in order to meet the needs of all students
and maximize desired student outcomes. Include the methodology for coordinating and
supplementing federal, state and local funds, services and programs. Provide the person(s)
responsible, frequency of meetings, how an inventory of resources is maintained and any
problem-solving activities used to determine how to apply resources for the highest impact

Teachers meet with the RtI core team every 6 weeks to discuss RtI implementation at their grade
level. Staff meetings and teacher trainings focus on RtI-related topics, such as differentiating
instruction, data analysis, and specific intervention training through school and district personnel
throughout the school year. In addition to school and district face-to-face training, a variety of online
tools are available for use in the school. ANGEL is being used as an online facilitator for RtI related
documents, video clips, training materials, powerpoints, research links and intervention tools. The RtI
core team, as well as, grade level teams will continue to monitor progress for all students throughout
the year, through the quarterly benchmark tests, informal and formal assessments and the use of the
Data Warehouse resources.
Program Coordination:
The Collier County School district provides a systematic and strategic approach to providing services
through the District Strategic Plan, 3 Year Academic Plan, and the K-12 Comprehensive Reading
Plan. Goals and objectives of each program and department are aligned with these overarching
district plans. Additionally:
Title I Parts A, C, D, and School Improvements (1003a and 1003g) Title II, Part A and Title III are
managed out of the same Federal and State Grants Office in Collier County. They share
administrative staff so that oversight, coordination, budgeting, staffing, and monitoring are efficiently
and effectively coordinated. In addition to informal communications, monthly formal administrative
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meetings are held to discuss program needs, issues and coordinate efforts.
Support staff of the Title I Part A, Title I Part C, Title I Part D, and Title X programs meets regularly to
coordinate efforts and receive joint staff development for improving their services.
Regularly scheduled Curriculum and Instruction department meetings are scheduled that include
district level program coordinators, including IDEA, Perkins, Head Start, Supplemental Academic
Instruction, Advanced Placement Initiative, Career and Technical education.
Supplemental Staffing and Services:
Title X, LEA, Title I Basic, Title I Migrant coordinate services to assist homeless children, to resolve
problems concerning registration and provide support services at all schools. Title I and District jointly
fund the Homeless Liaison staff position to support homeless students in all public schools. The LEA
provides services in coordination with the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act.
Title I Migrant, Title I Basic, Title III funds are coordinated to provide at risk students with
supplemental instructional support and resources, such as SuccessMaker licenses, Tutors, Resource
Teachers. Title I Basic, Title I Migrant and Head Start/VPK collaborate to provide PreK classes and
ensure school readiness for Collier students.
Title I Migrant and school collaboration occurs with local eye doctor to provide eye exams and
glasses at no cost to migrant students in need or at a discounted price to our program.
Coordination occurs with Homeless Liaison staff and Title I Migrant staff in identifying eligible
students and families that can be served as homeless.
Title I Basic and Title III collaborate in providing workshops and trainings to build the capacity of
parents and foster strong connection and engagement between home and school. In addition both
grants provide translation services to ensure that non-English speaking parents are able to participate
fully in the education of their children.
Supplemental Staff Development:
Title I Migrant, Title I Basic and Title II Part A funds are coordinated to provide customized staff
development that ensures students receive high quality, differentiated instruction.
Title I Part A funds are used in collaboration with Title I SIG 1003g and 1003a, Title II Part A and
Reading to fund Reading Coaches at all Elementary schools. Title I Part A and Title I SIG 1003g/
1003a funds are used to provide additional Academic Coaches at Title I Elementary, Middle and High
Schools. Supplemental coaches are provided to support lowest performing schools and those in
differentiated Accountability Priority and Focus status.
Title I Part A, Title II Part A and IDEA fund exam reimbursements to ensure staff meet HQT

School Advisory Council (SAC)

Membership
Identify the name and stakeholder group for each member of the SAC.:
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Name Stakeholder Group
Beverly Budzynski Principal
Maria Cabrera Teacher
Ed Caulkins Parent
Martin De St. Pierre Parent
Mary Jarrett Teacher
Alicia Kelley Parent
Suzanne Klym Parent
Isabel Liria Teacher
Stacy Nicolau Parent
Melanie Schwartz Parent
Rebecca Warner Education Support Employee
Kelly Holmberg Parent
Robert Liria Business/Community

Duties

Provide a description of the SAC's involvement with the following activities, as required by
section 1001.452(2), Florida Statutes

Evaluation of last year's school improvement plan

During the first SAC meeting, the principal and assistant principal shared the assessment data from
the previous school year. The group reviewed the previous year's school improvement plan to discuss
which initiatives were successful and what areas need to be targeted for this year's plan and
instructional focus.

Development of this school improvement plan

The staff provided input into the development and contents of the School Improvement Plan through
specific committees such as the Literacy Leadership Team, Technology Committee and the PBS
Committee. The SAC was informed of the components and purpose of the SIP during the August
meeting. The SAC was given the opportunity, during the September meeting, to provide input into the
development and contents of the plan. A vote to approve the SIP was taken and approved
unanimously.

Preparation of the school's annual budget and plan

The SAC will discuss the projected use of funds during the October and April meetings.

Describe the use of school improvement funds allocated last year, including the amount
budgeted for each project

School Improvement funds totaling $3950 were allocated last year. These funds will help support the
FSA After School Club.

Verify that the school is in compliance with section 1001.452, Florida Statutes, regarding the
establishment requirements and duties of the SAC
Yes

If the school is not in compliance, describe the measures being implemented to meet SAC
requirements
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Literacy Leadership Team (LLT)

Membership
Identify the name, email address and position title for each member of the school-based LLT.:

Name Title
Jarrett, Mary Instructional Coach
Dixon, Lorrie Teacher, K-12
Liria, Isabel Teacher, K-12
Marino, Deborah Teacher, K-12
Domain, Kari Teacher, K-12
Burke, Caroline Teacher, K-12
Simrell, Frank Teacher, K-12
Ferrante, Peter Teacher, K-12

Duties

Describe how the LLT promotes literacy within the school

The Literacy Leadership Team supports the implementation of the District's K-12 reading plan. Using
a variety of structures during instruction, student engagement will be a focus as well as listening skills
(following multiple step directions). The engagement will increase time on task. The focus will be
making the analytical writing connection through close reading and using evidence from the text to
respond.

Public and Collaborative Teaching
The school's response to this section may be used to satisfy the requirements of 20 U.S.C. § 6314(b)(1)(D).

Describe the school's strategies to encourage positive working relationships between teachers,
including collaborative planning and instruction

The Sea Gate schedule for related arts allows for every teacher on the grade level to be free at the same
time, daily for 50 minutes. The teachers are able to meet to discuss best practices, individual students
and spend time planning collaboratively. Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) are scheduled and
teachers select the topic that suites their professional needs. These PLC groups meet before the school
day. The topics staff were able to choose from are the following: Science - Discovery Education,
Counseling - Happiness Advantage, Math - Common Core Math, Technology - The Tablet, Writing -
Writer's Workshop, and Unwrapping Standards.
Sea Gate has various committees that teachers participate in which help build relationships through
collaborating on school interests. Our Committees are as follows: Technology/Media Advisory, PBS/
Celebrations Committee, Literacy Leadership Team, Team Leader/Curriculum, Safety and FAC
Committee, and Social Committee.

Describe the school's strategies to recruit, develop and retain highly qualified, certified-in-field,
effective teachers to the school

The Sea Gate staff and Leadership Team are able to choose highly qualified, certified-in-field, effective
teachers from the numerous amount of applicants we receive for our open positions. Support and
guidance are given to teachers to help develop and maintain best practices.

Describe the school's teacher mentoring program, including the rationale for pairings and
planned mentoring activities
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Currently there are no teachers involved in mentoring. Our plan is as follows:
Weekly meetings to review lesson plans, instructional strategies, and differentiation of instruction
Co-teach and modeling of lessons
Monthly New Teacher Orientation meetings
Assign a teacher from the same grade level, who has received clinical education training, and has
successfully mentored teachers in their career.

Ambitious Instruction and Learning

Instructional Programs and Strategies

Instructional Programs

Describe how the school ensures its core instructional programs and materials are aligned to
Florida's standards

The core materials used are state mandated materials, which are aligned with the Florida standards.
The district maps are designed as a tool for teachers to use in order to be accountable for teaching
the standards. Learning goals from Florida standards are in lesson plans and posted in classrooms.
Formative and summative assessments are measurements of standards, and the data will allow for
all stakeholders to see progress of students' mastery of standards.

Instructional Strategies

Describe how the school uses data to provide and differentiate instruction to meet the diverse
needs of students. Provide examples of how instruction is modified or supplemented to assist
students having difficulty attaining the proficient or advanced level on state assessments

Grade level teams meet with MTSS team to discuss the data. This information will help structure
differentiation for students. Differentiation happens through the use of Kagan Structures, variety of
materials, levels of books for guided reading, group work (fluid and flexible grouping) and modifying
for struggling students. Some examples include: Junior Great Books, Literature Circles, LLI, and DIG
for Math.

Provide the following information for each strategy the school uses to increase the amount
and quality of learning time and help enrich and accelerate the curriculum:
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Strategy: Extended School Day
Minutes added to school year: 4,980

The technology lab is open to students - FASTT Math, instructional interventions assigned to
individual students by classroom teachers, keyboarding, Discovery Education
Enrichment opportunities include - Dolphin Club, STEM/Robotics, Chess Club, Discovery
Education, Spanish Club

Strategy Rationale

Teachers will assign individual students assignments focusing on areas that need improvement,
based upon classroom assessments. This will allow students the time needed to practice these
skills or enrichment activities without taking away any classroom instruction time.
Students are given opportunities for enrichment based on their individual interests.

Strategy Purpose(s)

• Core Academic Instruction

• Enrichment

Person(s) responsible for monitoring implementation of the strategy
Budzynski, Beverly, budzyb@collierschools.com
Data that is or will be collected and how it is analyzed to determine effectiveness of the
strategy

FASTT Math has reports that can be run to monitor the effectiveness of the program. Quarterly
benchmarks and informal assessments will also be used to help guide our enrichment/
intervention programs.

Strategy: Extended School Day
Minutes added to school year: 1,170

FSA Club - This program, focusing on Reading and Math strategies, consists of 13 sessions
(twice a week for 1.5 hours per session) just before state mandated testing.

Strategy Rationale

Data and teacher observation determine membership within the club. Typically, the lowest 25-30
% of students in Reading and Math, from grades 3-5 are invited to participate.

Strategy Purpose(s)

• Core Academic Instruction

Person(s) responsible for monitoring implementation of the strategy
Kinstler, Mitchell, kinstlmi@collierschools.com
Data that is or will be collected and how it is analyzed to determine effectiveness of the
strategy

FSA Club data is measured by the students' performance on a weekly basis through informal
assessment, as well as, on the Florida State Assessment (FSA).
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Student Transition and Readiness

PreK-12 Transition
The school's response to this question may be used to satisfy the requirements of 20 U.S.C. § 6314(b)(1)(G).

Describe the strategies the school employs to support incoming and outgoing cohorts of
students in transition from one school level to another

All schools implement a minimum of two transition activities for incoming kindergarten students and
their families each year. The spring event includes an orientation for parents and students with
registration available at that time. At this event, parents and students meet the teachers, visit
classrooms, tour the school and learn about the expectations and curriculum.
At the spring Orientation and also upon registration, a booklet (available in multiple languages) is
provided to all parents. This booklet is designed to help parents look at their child’s physical, social,
emotional, and cognitive development. It provides checklists and tips to help guide them as they work
and play with their child. The checklists contain items that are important to the child’s success in
kindergarten and are specifically designed for four-year-olds. It also contains school enrollment
information and suggestions for the first day of school.
Before school begins in mid-August, the schools hold an Open House for all students and parents to
attend. The students and parents are given the opportunity to visit their classrooms, tour the school,
visit the cafeteria and media center. This helps with the transition to the start of school.
On May 1st, each middle school held a Rising 6th Grade Parent Orientation Night at 6:00 p.m.
Parents learned about the 6th grade course selection process – what core classes were required and
what related arts classes were available. There were band/orchestra/chorus performances and a
(district template)PowerPoint highlighting the many programs and activities at the respective middle
schools. The following morning, May 2nd, 5th graders across the district were transported by bus
from their feeder school to their projected middle school for the same presentation the parents
received the night before.

College and Career Readiness

Describe the strategies the school uses to advance college and career awareness, which may
include establishing partnerships with business, industry or community organizations

Identify the career and technical education programs available to students and industry
certifications that may be earned through those respective programs

Describe efforts the school has taken to integrate career and technical education with
academic courses (e.g., industrial biotechnology) to support student achievement

Describe strategies for improving student readiness for the public postsecondary level based
on annual analysis of the High School Feedback Report, as required by section 1008.37(4),
Florida Statutes
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If teachers have a deep understanding of how to analyze and interpret formal and informal
assessment data to drive collaborative planning, design effective instruction, intervention and
enrichment, then 85% of our students will maintain and/or show growth as measured by end of
the year district and state assessments.

If teachers implement research-based comprehension strategies, then 85% of our students will
maintain and/or show growth as measured by end of the year district and state assessments.

If students engage in cognitively complex activities that require active processing of information,
e.g., designing, creating, synthesizing, analyzing, proving, finding connections, critiquing,
debating, arguing, oral reports, etc., then 85% of our students will maintain and/or show growth
as measured by end of the year district and state assessments.

School Improvement Goals
The following key is intended to help readers understand how the sections of this document correspond to the
steps of the 8-step planning and problem-solving framework used in the School Improvement Plan. The Quick
Key numbers can help registered users go directly to the point of entry for any given goal, barrier and strategy
within the online survey.

Problem Solving Key

G = Goal B =
Barrier S = Strategy

1 = Problem Solving Step S123456 = Quick Key

Strategic Goals Summary

G1.

G2.

G3.

Strategic Goals Detail
For each strategic goal, this section lists the associated targets (i.e., “SMART goals”), resources available to
support movement toward the goal, barriers to achieving the goal, and the plan for monitoring progress toward
the goal
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G038715

G1. If teachers have a deep understanding of how to analyze and interpret formal and informal assessment
data to drive collaborative planning, design effective instruction, intervention and enrichment, then 85% of
our students will maintain and/or show growth as measured by end of the year district and state
assessments. 1a

Targets Supported 1b

Indicator Annual Target
ELA/Reading Gains 85.0

Resources Available to Support the Goal 2

• Data Warehouse, benchmark data, formal/informal assessments, curriculum maps, Florida State
Standards

Targeted Barriers to Achieving the Goal 3

• Teachers need to continue to enhance their use of formative assessments to help drive
instruction on a regular basis.

Plan to Monitor Progress Toward G1. 8

Improved student achievement

Person Responsible
Mitchell Kinstler

Schedule
Biweekly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015

Evidence of Completion
Lesson plans uploaded to ANGEL and monitored, CTEM observations Staff scoring Applying or
higher on CTEM, Data Notebooks/Data Chat evidence, FSA, SAT 10
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G038716

G2. If teachers implement research-based comprehension strategies, then 85% of our students will
maintain and/or show growth as measured by end of the year district and state assessments. 1a

Targets Supported 1b

Indicator Annual Target
ELA/Reading Gains 85.0

Resources Available to Support the Goal 2

• Training by Reading Coach and district personnel in aligning text to literacy strategies

Targeted Barriers to Achieving the Goal 3

• Students limited background knowledge, vocabulary and language development impede the
ability to comprehend content.

Plan to Monitor Progress Toward G2. 8

Lesson plans, data binders

Person Responsible
Mitchell Kinstler

Schedule
Biweekly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015

Evidence of Completion
Quarterly Assessment Data, Data Chats, FSA, SAT 10, Staff scoring Applying or higher on CTEM,
Lesson Plans monitored
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G038717

G3. If students engage in cognitively complex activities that require active processing of information, e.g.,
designing, creating, synthesizing, analyzing, proving, finding connections, critiquing, debating, arguing, oral
reports, etc., then 85% of our students will maintain and/or show growth as measured by end of the year
district and state assessments. 1a

Targets Supported 1b

Indicator Annual Target
ELA/Reading Gains 85.0

Resources Available to Support the Goal 2

• Training will be provided in response writing and Web's DOK by the Reading Coach and district
personnel.

Targeted Barriers to Achieving the Goal 3

• Student work does not regularly feature cognitively complex tasks.

Plan to Monitor Progress Toward G3. 8

Improved Student Achievement

Person Responsible
Mitchell Kinstler

Schedule
Monthly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015

Evidence of Completion
Quarterly Assessment Data, Data Chats, FSA, SAT 10, Staff scoring Applying or higher on CTEM
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Action Plan for Improvement
For each strategy selected in the plan to reduce a targeted barrier to a strategic goal, this section lists the
rationale for that strategy (i.e., why the school believes it will reduce the barrier) and the action steps that have
been identified as necessary to implementing the strategy, including details such as the point person, timing
and duration, and evidence of completion. At the end of each set of action steps is the plan for monitoring the
implementation and effectiveness of the respective strategy.

Problem Solving Key

G = Goal B =
Barrier S = Strategy

1 = Problem Solving Step S123456 = Quick Key
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G038715

B093024

S104000

G1. If teachers have a deep understanding of how to analyze and interpret formal and informal assessment
data to drive collaborative planning, design effective instruction, intervention and enrichment, then 85% of our
students will maintain and/or show growth as measured by end of the year district and state assessments. 1

G1.B1 Teachers need to continue to enhance their use of formative assessments to help drive instruction
on a regular basis. 2

G1.B1.S1 Lesson plans and classroom instruction will routinely feature differentiated content, process,
product or learning environment based on the specific needs of individual students within the class.
(*ESE, ELL, 504, Gifted, and other demonstrated needs) (1 - Providing Clear Learning Goals and
Scales, 2 - Tracking Student Progress, 21 - Organizing Students for Cognitively Complex Tasks, 22 -
Engaging Students in Cognitively Complex Tasks Involving Hypothesis Generation and Testing, 23 -
Providing Resources and Guidance for Cognitively Complex Tasks, 24 - Noticing When Students are Not
Engaged, 25 - Using Academic Games, 26 - Managing Response Rates, 39 - Communicating Value and
Respect for Low Expectancy Students, 40 - Asking Questions of Low Expectancy Students, 41 - Probing
Incorrect Answers with Low Expectancy Students) 4

Strategy Rationale

By analyzing and interpreting formal and informal assessment data on a regular basis, teachers
will develop lesson plans that will target students at the point of needing intervention and/or
enrichment. Lesson plans will reflect differentiation through this process.

Action Step 1 5

Teachers will develop lesson plans that routinely feature differentiated content, process, product or
learning environment based on the specific needs of individual students within the class. The
Lesson Plan Checklist for challenge and rigor will be used to assist in determining targeted support
for areas needed. Teachers will clearly document in lesson plans the curriculum modifications/
differentiation for students who are gifted to address the goals of the Educational Plan (EP).
Data binders - will house item specifications, quarterly assessment data and common formative
assessment data that will help drive instruction.

Person Responsible

Mitchell Kinstler

Schedule

Biweekly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015

Evidence of Completion

Administration will monitor lesson plans, CTEM process, classroom walkthroughs,
observations (formal and informal), all with feedback and support as needed.
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Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G1.B1.S1 6

Lesson Plans, Data Binders, CTEM reports

Person Responsible

Mitchell Kinstler

Schedule

Biweekly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015

Evidence of Completion

Administration will monitor lesson plans, CTEM observations, Data Binders

Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G1.B1.S1 7

Lesson Plans, Data Binders, CTEM Data Collection Observations

Person Responsible

Mitchell Kinstler

Schedule

Biweekly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015

Evidence of Completion

Monitoring of lesson plans, CTEM observations Staff scoring at the Applying level or higher
on CTEM
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G038716

B093025

S104001

G2. If teachers implement research-based comprehension strategies, then 85% of our students will maintain
and/or show growth as measured by end of the year district and state assessments. 1

G2.B1 Students limited background knowledge, vocabulary and language development impede the ability
to comprehend content. 2

G2.B1.S1 Teachers will identify strategies to link background knowledge and vocabulary with new
knowledge, e.g., FSS: Close (Re-)Reading (first read is the background knowledge), Reciprocal
Teaching, Multi-media Thematic Connection (#8 Previewing New Content). 4

Strategy Rationale

By linking background knowledge and vocabulary with new knowledge, students will be able to
comprehend and understand new concepts.

Action Step 1 5

Teachers will identify strategies to link background knowledge with new knowledge

Person Responsible

Mary Jarrett

Schedule

Biweekly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015

Evidence of Completion

CTEM process, classroom walkthroughs, observations (formal and informal), all with
feedback and support as needed, Lesson plans

Action Step 2 5

Teachers will identify strategies to link vocabulary with new knowledge

Person Responsible

Mary Jarrett

Schedule

Biweekly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015

Evidence of Completion

CTEM process, classroom walkthroughs, observations (formal and informal), all with
feedback and support as needed, Lesson plans
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Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G2.B1.S1 6

Lesson plans will be monitored biweekly for strategies that link background knowledge to new
knowledge.

Person Responsible

Mitchell Kinstler

Schedule

Biweekly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015

Evidence of Completion

Submitted lesson plans, CTEM observations

Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G2.B1.S1 6

Lesson plans will be monitored biweekly for strategies that link vocabulary to new knowledge.

Person Responsible

Mitchell Kinstler

Schedule

Biweekly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015

Evidence of Completion

Submitted lesson plans, CTEM observations

Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G2.B1.S1 7

Formal / Informal assessments will show increased levels of performance when students are
asked to link background knowledge with new knowledge, therefore increasing comprehension of
content.

Person Responsible

Mitchell Kinstler

Schedule

Biweekly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015

Evidence of Completion

Formal and informal assessments / Monitor data binders
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Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G2.B1.S1 7

Formal / Informal assessments will show increased levels of performance when students are
asked to link vocabulary with new knowledge, therefore increasing comprehension of content.

Person Responsible

Mitchell Kinstler

Schedule

Biweekly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015

Evidence of Completion

Formal and informal assessments / Monitor data binders
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G038717

B093026

S104002

G3. If students engage in cognitively complex activities that require active processing of information, e.g.,
designing, creating, synthesizing, analyzing, proving, finding connections, critiquing, debating, arguing, oral
reports, etc., then 85% of our students will maintain and/or show growth as measured by end of the year
district and state assessments. 1

G3.B1 Student work does not regularly feature cognitively complex tasks. 2

G3.B1.S1 Teachers will engage students in work characterized by cognitively complex tasks that require
them to process new information (summarizing, jigsaw, reciprocal teaching, concept attainment) (10 -
Processing New Information, 21 - Organizing Students for Cognitively Complex Tasks, 22 - Engaging
Students in Cognitively Complex Tasks Involving Hypothesis Generation and Testing, 23 - Providing
Resources and Guidance for Cognitively Complex Tasks) 4

Strategy Rationale

By engaging students in cognitively complex activities with content, students will make gains in
learning based on formal / informal assessments.

Action Step 1 5

Students will process new information using a variety of cognitively complex tasks. Continue
training on Webb's Depth of Knowledge and Kagan Structures. Training will be provided on the
importance of raising teacher expectations and the impact it has on student achievement.
Monitor lesson plans monthly and provide support and feedback on the level of complexity of the
tasks.

Person Responsible

Mitchell Kinstler

Schedule

Monthly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015

Evidence of Completion

CTEM process, classroom walkthroughs, observations (formal and informal), all with
feedback and support as needed Student work samples, Student data reports, Monitor
lesson plans
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Action Step 2 5

Students will process new information using a variety of cognitively complex tasks.
Data binders - Binders used will house item specifications, quarterly assessment data and
common formative assessment data to ensure cognitively complex tasks are being required.

Person Responsible

Mitchell Kinstler

Schedule

Monthly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015

Evidence of Completion

Monitoring data binders, Student work samples, Student data reports

Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G3.B1.S1 6

Lesson plans will be monitored for cognitively complex tasks.

Person Responsible

Beverly Budzynski

Schedule

Monthly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015

Evidence of Completion

Lesson plans will be monitored monthly for cognitively complex tasks.

Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G3.B1.S1 6

Data binders will be monitored to ensure cognitively complex tasks are being required.

Person Responsible

Beverly Budzynski

Schedule

Monthly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015

Evidence of Completion

Data binders will be monitored monthly for cognitively complex assessments.
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Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G3.B1.S1 7

Monitor lesson plans and CTEM observations

Person Responsible

Beverly Budzynski

Schedule

Monthly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015

Evidence of Completion

Staff scoring at the Applying level or higher on CTEM.

Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G3.B1.S1 7

Data binders and CTEM observations

Person Responsible

Beverly Budzynski

Schedule

Monthly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015

Evidence of Completion

Staff scoring at the Applying level or higher on CTEM and formal / informal assessment
results.

Appendix 1: Implementation Timeline
Action steps and monitoring activities identified in the SIP as necessary to achieve the school’s goals.

Source Task, Action Step or Monitoring
Activity Who

Start Date
(where

applicable)

Deliverable or Evidence of
Completion

Due Date/
End Date

G1.B1.S1.A1

Teachers will develop lesson plans that
routinely feature differentiated content,
process, product or learning
environment based on the specific
needs of individual students within the
class. The Lesson Plan Checklist for
challenge and rigor will be used to
assist in determining targeted support
for areas needed. Teachers will clearly
document in lesson plans the curriculum
modifications/differentiation for students
who are gifted to address the goals of
the Educational Plan (EP). Data binders
- will house item specifications,
quarterly assessment data and common
formative assessment data that will help
drive instruction.

Kinstler, Mitchell 8/18/2014

Administration will monitor lesson plans,
CTEM process, classroom
walkthroughs, observations (formal and
informal), all with feedback and support
as needed.

6/3/2015
biweekly
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Source Task, Action Step or Monitoring
Activity Who

Start Date
(where

applicable)

Deliverable or Evidence of
Completion

Due Date/
End Date

G2.B1.S1.A1
Teachers will identify strategies to link
background knowledge with new
knowledge

Jarrett, Mary 8/18/2014

CTEM process, classroom
walkthroughs, observations (formal and
informal), all with feedback and support
as needed, Lesson plans

6/3/2015
biweekly

G3.B1.S1.A1

Students will process new information
using a variety of cognitively complex
tasks. Continue training on Webb's
Depth of Knowledge and Kagan
Structures. Training will be provided on
the importance of raising teacher
expectations and the impact it has on
student achievement. Monitor lesson
plans monthly and provide support and
feedback on the level of complexity of
the tasks.

Kinstler, Mitchell 8/18/2014

CTEM process, classroom
walkthroughs, observations (formal and
informal), all with feedback and support
as needed Student work samples,
Student data reports, Monitor lesson
plans

6/3/2015
monthly

G2.B1.S1.A2 Teachers will identify strategies to link
vocabulary with new knowledge Jarrett, Mary 8/18/2014

CTEM process, classroom
walkthroughs, observations (formal and
informal), all with feedback and support
as needed, Lesson plans

6/3/2015
biweekly

G3.B1.S1.A2

Students will process new information
using a variety of cognitively complex
tasks. Data binders - Binders used will
house item specifications, quarterly
assessment data and common
formative assessment data to ensure
cognitively complex tasks are being
required.

Kinstler, Mitchell 8/18/2014 Monitoring data binders, Student work
samples, Student data reports

6/3/2015
monthly

G1.MA1 Improved student achievement Kinstler, Mitchell 8/18/2014

Lesson plans uploaded to ANGEL and
monitored, CTEM observations Staff
scoring Applying or higher on CTEM,
Data Notebooks/Data Chat evidence,
FSA, SAT 10

6/3/2015
biweekly

G1.B1.S1.MA1 Lesson Plans, Data Binders, CTEM
Data Collection Observations Kinstler, Mitchell 8/18/2014

Monitoring of lesson plans, CTEM
observations Staff scoring at the
Applying level or higher on CTEM

6/3/2015
biweekly

G1.B1.S1.MA1 Lesson Plans, Data Binders, CTEM
reports Kinstler, Mitchell 8/18/2014 Administration will monitor lesson plans,

CTEM observations, Data Binders
6/3/2015
biweekly

G2.MA1 Lesson plans, data binders Kinstler, Mitchell 8/18/2014

Quarterly Assessment Data, Data
Chats, FSA, SAT 10, Staff scoring
Applying or higher on CTEM, Lesson
Plans monitored

6/3/2015
biweekly

G2.B1.S1.MA1

Formal / Informal assessments will
show increased levels of performance
when students are asked to link
background knowledge with new
knowledge, therefore increasing
comprehension of content.

Kinstler, Mitchell 8/18/2014 Formal and informal assessments /
Monitor data binders

6/3/2015
biweekly

G2.B1.S1.MA3

Formal / Informal assessments will
show increased levels of performance
when students are asked to link
vocabulary with new knowledge,
therefore increasing comprehension of
content.

Kinstler, Mitchell 8/18/2014 Formal and informal assessments /
Monitor data binders

6/3/2015
biweekly

G2.B1.S1.MA1
Lesson plans will be monitored biweekly
for strategies that link background
knowledge to new knowledge.

Kinstler, Mitchell 8/18/2014 Submitted lesson plans, CTEM
observations

6/3/2015
biweekly

G2.B1.S1.MA4
Lesson plans will be monitored biweekly
for strategies that link vocabulary to new
knowledge.

Kinstler, Mitchell 8/18/2014 Submitted lesson plans, CTEM
observations

6/3/2015
biweekly

G3.MA1 Improved Student Achievement Kinstler, Mitchell 8/18/2014
Quarterly Assessment Data, Data
Chats, FSA, SAT 10, Staff scoring
Applying or higher on CTEM

6/3/2015
monthly
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Source Task, Action Step or Monitoring
Activity Who

Start Date
(where

applicable)

Deliverable or Evidence of
Completion

Due Date/
End Date

G3.B1.S1.MA1 Monitor lesson plans and CTEM
observations Budzynski, Beverly 8/18/2014 Staff scoring at the Applying level or

higher on CTEM.
6/3/2015
monthly

G3.B1.S1.MA4 Data binders and CTEM observations Budzynski, Beverly 8/18/2014
Staff scoring at the Applying level or
higher on CTEM and formal / informal
assessment results.

6/3/2015
monthly

G3.B1.S1.MA1 Lesson plans will be monitored for
cognitively complex tasks. Budzynski, Beverly 8/18/2014 Lesson plans will be monitored monthly

for cognitively complex tasks.
6/3/2015
monthly

G3.B1.S1.MA3
Data binders will be monitored to
ensure cognitively complex tasks are
being required.

Budzynski, Beverly 8/18/2014 Data binders will be monitored monthly
for cognitively complex assessments.

6/3/2015
monthly

Appendix 2: Professional Development and Technical Assistance Outlines
Professional development opportunities and technical assistance items identified in the SIP as action steps to
achieve the school's goals.
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Professional Development Opportuntities

Professional development opportunities identified in the SIP as action steps to achieve the school's goals.

G1. If teachers have a deep understanding of how to analyze and interpret formal and informal assessment
data to drive collaborative planning, design effective instruction, intervention and enrichment, then 85% of our
students will maintain and/or show growth as measured by end of the year district and state assessments.

G1.B1 Teachers need to continue to enhance their use of formative assessments to help drive instruction
on a regular basis.

G1.B1.S1 Lesson plans and classroom instruction will routinely feature differentiated content, process,
product or learning environment based on the specific needs of individual students within the class.
(*ESE, ELL, 504, Gifted, and other demonstrated needs) (1 - Providing Clear Learning Goals and
Scales, 2 - Tracking Student Progress, 21 - Organizing Students for Cognitively Complex Tasks, 22 -
Engaging Students in Cognitively Complex Tasks Involving Hypothesis Generation and Testing, 23 -
Providing Resources and Guidance for Cognitively Complex Tasks, 24 - Noticing When Students are Not
Engaged, 25 - Using Academic Games, 26 - Managing Response Rates, 39 - Communicating Value and
Respect for Low Expectancy Students, 40 - Asking Questions of Low Expectancy Students, 41 - Probing
Incorrect Answers with Low Expectancy Students)

PD Opportunity 1

Teachers will develop lesson plans that routinely feature differentiated content, process, product or
learning environment based on the specific needs of individual students within the class. The Lesson
Plan Checklist for challenge and rigor will be used to assist in determining targeted support for areas
needed. Teachers will clearly document in lesson plans the curriculum modifications/differentiation for
students who are gifted to address the goals of the Educational Plan (EP). Data binders - will house
item specifications, quarterly assessment data and common formative assessment data that will help
drive instruction.

Facilitator

Principal, Assistant Principal

Participants

Leadership Team, Teachers, District Support Personnel

Schedule

Biweekly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015
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G2. If teachers implement research-based comprehension strategies, then 85% of our students will maintain
and/or show growth as measured by end of the year district and state assessments.

G2.B1 Students limited background knowledge, vocabulary and language development impede the ability
to comprehend content.

G2.B1.S1 Teachers will identify strategies to link background knowledge and vocabulary with new
knowledge, e.g., FSS: Close (Re-)Reading (first read is the background knowledge), Reciprocal
Teaching, Multi-media Thematic Connection (#8 Previewing New Content).

PD Opportunity 1

Teachers will identify strategies to link background knowledge with new knowledge

Facilitator

Leadership Team, District Personnel

Participants

Leadership Team, Teachers, District Support Staff

Schedule

Biweekly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015

PD Opportunity 2

Teachers will identify strategies to link vocabulary with new knowledge

Facilitator

Leadership Team, District Personnel

Participants

Leadership Team, Teachers, District Support Staff

Schedule

Biweekly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015
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G3. If students engage in cognitively complex activities that require active processing of information, e.g.,
designing, creating, synthesizing, analyzing, proving, finding connections, critiquing, debating, arguing, oral
reports, etc., then 85% of our students will maintain and/or show growth as measured by end of the year
district and state assessments.

G3.B1 Student work does not regularly feature cognitively complex tasks.

G3.B1.S1 Teachers will engage students in work characterized by cognitively complex tasks that require
them to process new information (summarizing, jigsaw, reciprocal teaching, concept attainment) (10 -
Processing New Information, 21 - Organizing Students for Cognitively Complex Tasks, 22 - Engaging
Students in Cognitively Complex Tasks Involving Hypothesis Generation and Testing, 23 - Providing
Resources and Guidance for Cognitively Complex Tasks)

PD Opportunity 1

Students will process new information using a variety of cognitively complex tasks. Continue training
on Webb's Depth of Knowledge and Kagan Structures. Training will be provided on the importance of
raising teacher expectations and the impact it has on student achievement. Monitor lesson plans
monthly and provide support and feedback on the level of complexity of the tasks.

Facilitator

Principal, Assistant Principal

Participants

Leadership Team, Teachers

Schedule

Monthly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015

PD Opportunity 2

Students will process new information using a variety of cognitively complex tasks. Data binders -
Binders used will house item specifications, quarterly assessment data and common formative
assessment data to ensure cognitively complex tasks are being required.

Facilitator

Principal, Assistant Principal

Participants

Leadership Team, Teachers

Schedule

Monthly, from 8/18/2014 to 6/3/2015
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Technical Assistance Items

Technical Assistance opportunities identified in the SIP as action steps to achieve the school's goals.
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Budget Rollup

Summary
Description Total
Goal 3: If students engage in cognitively complex activities that require active processing of
information, e.g., designing, creating, synthesizing, analyzing, proving, finding connections, critiquing,
debating, arguing, oral reports, etc., then 85% of our students will maintain and/or show growth as
measured by end of the year district and state assessments.

3,950

Grand Total 3,950

Goal 3: If students engage in cognitively complex activities that require active processing of
information, e.g., designing, creating, synthesizing, analyzing, proving, finding connections,
critiquing, debating, arguing, oral reports, etc., then 85% of our students will maintain and/or show
growth as measured by end of the year district and state assessments.
Description Source Total
B1.S1.A1 School Improvement Funds 3,950
Total Goal 3 3,950
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